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4 EDITORIALS 
The Fight to End Gun 
Violence in America 
Continues 
Coles Johnson rates, but they have hands of criminals. 
Editorial Editor polar opposite gun Maybe our gun laws 

Gun Control is a laws. Guns are strictly need to be changed but 
constantly evolving banned in Mexico but it isn't because of high 
and ever-present topic are readily available · crime rates. See there 

m in America. Anoth- is something deeper 

A~erica. On Sunday, er example of this is happening in Ameri-
October 1st, 2017 a Switzerland and Japan. ca and the world. No 
man conducted one Who· both have lower object is to blame for 
of the deadliest mass violent crime rates, and the culture of violence 
shootings in Amer- also have completely . that exists in our coun-
ican history. Many different gun laws. try. Someth~g has to 
politicians are using The point is gun change but new gun 
this act of violence to control has next to no laws will not fix the 
push their agendas. effect on crime rates. situation. 

All too often we see American rock star and Somehow we must 
this conversation over NRA activist Ted Nu- find a way to change 
simplified. You can not gent was once quoted the heart of our cul-
blal!le an object for the saying this"Where you ture. We need to stop 
violent and disturbed have the most armed fighting each other and 
actions of a person. citizens in America, arguing so much and -

People try to rational- you have the lowest actually fight the real 
· ize these events, they violent crime rate. problems like racism 

seek answers for why Where you have the and bigotry. We need 
anyone would com- worst gun to improve our police 
mit so many terrible control, you have the forces so that they 
crimes. It is easy for highest crime rate." can better protect and 
people to say guns New York City and serve our communities. 
are the problem. The Chicago are also prime We need to unite as a 
hard part is that the examples where strict - country, I firmly be-
facts show that guns gun laws have made lieve if we can some-
really have no effe~t no difference in stop- how put our differ-
on violent crimes. An ping violent crimes. erices aside and work 
example of this is that The simple truth is together for positive 
America and Mexico criminals don't follow change then we can see 
both have relatively · laws, you can not keep crime rates lower. 
high violent crime contraband out of the 

Avocado Toast 
DetrOying Millenials 

Oliver Gill 
Guest Writer 

When you walk into Clyde Coffee, 
what's the first thing you notice? Is 
it the art-deco interior? Is it the co
pious amounts of almost exclusively 
Macbooks? Or is it the Timberland 
boots and handlebar mustaches? The 
first thing I notice when I walk into 
Clyde, deprived of caffeine, .desperate 
for a fix, and probably hungry, is all 
the avocado toast. My earliest mem
ory of avocado toast is coming home 
from school, hungry as usual, taking 
a seat at the kitchen counter, and 
having my dad make this odd, yet 

incredibly satisfying 
snack. From then on, 
avocado toast was 
my go-to after-school 
snack. But since 
then, avocado toast 
has erupted into 
worldwide populari
ty, especially among 
millennials. On the 
surface, this seems 
benign; more people 
get to experience 
the magic of avoca
do toast, right? But 
under the surface, 
after deeper investi
gation, this obsession 
with avocado toast 
gives way to more 
nefarious activities. 
Companies are capi
talizing on the naive 
and consumerist 
habits of millennials, 
charging as much as 

six dollars for two pieces of avocado 
toast (Clyde Coffee). A multimillion
aire magnate in Australia has advised 

· millennials to "stop buying avocado 
toast if you want your dream home." 
His argument is essentially that 
avocado toast is a great example of 
frivolous instant gratification pur
chases that plague millennials. As Lil 
Yachty famously said, "my priorities 
are (tricked.)" I would have to agree, 
Mr. Yachty. Millennials need to turn 
around their priorities and focus in
stead on saving money for important 
purchases down the road. 


